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DISSOLVE TO:

1. INT. MAIN DOOR. DAY.
Sounds of keys and door unlocking then fade from black to
Rich coming through front door, looking disheveled after
a long day at work. Wearing a misbuttoned Pepsi uniform
(name tag?) you can see the relief on his face as he
exhales and says:
RICH
Ahhhh, finally.
CUT TO:
2. INT. MAIN FOYER AND BATHROOM DOORWAY. DAY.
TIGHTRich’s boots getting thrown into corner. Clothes thrown
on floor on way to bathroom. Shower knob turn. Water from
shower head. Sounds of the shower running along with
steamy shot of closed shower curtain and Rich humming the
Super Mario Bros. theme song.

DISSOLVE TO:
3. INT. BATHROOM DOOR. DAY.
Bathroom door opens and a whole new Rich emerges. Now
smiling and seemingly at peace, the worries of the day
washed away. He is now ready to enjoy his gaming time.
RICH
Time to game.
CUT TO:
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4. INT. KITCHEN. DAY.
Whooshing sounds are heard as we see quick cut tos of
Rich’s hand reaching for the snacks: Mountain Dew,
Doritos, Candy, etc.
DISSOVLE TO:
5. INT. LIVING ROOM. DAY.
Rich carries all of the snacks to his gaming chair and
whispers with reverence.
RICH
My throne!
Rich proceeds to setup the snacks then sits down. Puts on
headphones, adjusts microphone and dramatically presses
the controller’s on button. We hear the chimes of the
game system turning on and it lights up Rich’s face and
torso, putting a huge smile on his face and his eyes
widen.
GAME SYSTEM 9000
Welcome to Game System 9000!
Rich clicks on a couple of buttons and the sound of his
game loading up is heard. As the game loads up he
gingerly rotates the Mountain Dew, ensuring that
everything is perfectly in place. Game dashboard pops up
and we see Devin’s new gamer tag made just to annoy Rich.
And we see a live stream of Devin humping a stuffed
Animal.
GAME SYSTEM 9000
You are now in a game with
DoinRichsMom69.
DEVIN
Oh Rich’s mom…take that! Hey
Rich, what up MAF-K?

Rich rolls his eyes because this is his arch gaming
nemesis, Devin aka ‘‘DoinRichsMom69’’ and for what is
being done to his mom.
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RICH
Haha, nice new screen name
Devin. Your ass is mine this
time kid!
CUT TO:
6. INT. SPLIT SCREEN OF BOTH GAMERS. DAY.
As he finishes rolling his eyes and begins to speak,
Rich’s scene shifts over to half the screen and Devin’s
scene on the other half. We see Devin in his gaming chair
with headphones. He is much more chill than Rich.
DEVIN
Yeah yeah, it would be your
first gramps? Bring it!
GAME SYSTEM 9000
BEGIN!

They begin to play. Rich looks very tense and struggling
to play while Devin is so chill. They are the epitome of
Yin and Yang on the screen.
RICH
Haha!
CUT TO:
7. INT. GAMEPLAY OF COD ON XBOX. (1ST DEATH)
As Rich yells ‘‘Haha’’ the game play cuts to full screen
and Rich’s character sees Devin, shoots wildly and tries
to kill him but misses completely. Devin calmly kills
Rich.
CUT TO:
8. INT. SPLIT SCREEN OF BOTH GAMERS. DAY.
RICH
Grrrr
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DEVIN
What chu got, MAF?
CUT TO:
9. INT. GAMEPLAY OF COD ON XBOX. (2ND & 3RD DEATHS)
Rich respawns somewhere else on the map only to be killed
instantly when Devin’s game character appears out of
nowhere.
RICH
You lucky bastid!
DEVIN
Mad skillz playa!
Rich respawns again, runs around a bit then dies for the
third time and instantly we hear:
RICH
Oh my God!!!
CUT TO:
10. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY.
Rich rocks wildly in his chair like a maniac.
RICH
Come ON!!!
CUT TO:
11. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY. (4TH & 5TH DEATHS)
‘‘FRIDAY’’ appears on a black screen then fade to Rich in
his favorite gaming chair wearing different clothes. Rich
is getting frustrated and dies quickly and shows his
frustration.
RICH
What the hell, DEVIN?
CUT TO BLACK:
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Cut quickly to black and ‘‘SATURDAY’’ shows on black
screen for a couple of seconds then cut to Rich in his
favorite gaming chair wearing a different shirt again.
Once again Rich is getting frustrated and dies quickly
and rocks violently in his chair.
RICH
Ahhhhhhhh?
CUT TO BLACK:
Cut quickly to black and ‘‘SUNDAY’’ shows on black screen
for a couple of seconds then cut to Rich in his favorite
gaming chair wearing a different shirt again.
CUT TO:
12. INT. GAMEPLAY OF COD ON XBOX. (6TH DEATH)
Once again Rich is getting frustrated and dies quickly.
CUT TO:
13. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY
Rich jumps out of his chair.
RICH
Arrrrrgh and unintelligible
raves and rants.
CUT TO BLACK:
He flops back in his chair as if he’s had enough and in a
pouty voice says:
RICH
I WISH I COULD BEAT HIM!!!
CUT TO:
14. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY.
Different angle of Rich slumped in his chair. We hear
Angelic voices or sounds and a bright light appears off
screen. Rich looks puzzled as a hand comes from off
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screen and places a cube in Rich’s hand. They were
outstretch already from talking his last line and using
hand gestures to show his frustration.
ANGEL
Your wish is my command. Take
this Time Cube and follow the
instructions wisely.
CUT TO:
15. INT. CLOSEUP OF THE CUBE.
We see the cube in Rich’s hand and a paper under it. Rich
pulls the paper out and unfolds it to reveal the
instructions.
RICH
MY POWER LEVEL is OVER 9000!
(looking at the camera now, he
says): Oh he’s mine now!
CUT TO:
16. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY.
We now see Rich’s familiar angle of gameplay in his
chair. But this time a huge smile on his face.
CUT TO:
17. INT. GAMEPLAY OF COD ON XBOX. PRISON BREAK.
He starts playing and dies quickly (we need to use this
same room each time we rewind… maybe the room on Prison
break where there’s an upstairs). Far left corner of map.
CUT TO:
18. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY.
This time he smiles and kind of giggles instead of
freaking out. He rather smugly says:
RICH
OK TIME CUBE!
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TIME CUBE
Makes acknowledging sound as
if waiting for command.
RICH
Rewind 1 minute!
TIME CUBE
Makes a sound as we see the
video rewind.
CUT TO:
19. INT. GAMEPLAY OF COD ON XBOX. PRISON BREAK.
Now Rich starts to play and thinks he knows where Devin
is going to be and jumps out to shoot him but Devin is
not there. Rich gets killed as Devin jumps out from
different place.
RICH
What the….OK TIME CUBE! With a
little bit of attitude.
TIME CUBE
Makes acknowledging sound as
if waiting for command.
RICH
Rewind 1 minute!
TIME CUBE
Makes a sound as we see the
video rewind.
We stay on the gameplay screen and see the rewind. I will
then replace that footage with the next death scene.
CUT TO:
20. INT. GAMEPLAY OF COD ON XBOX. PRISON BREAK.
Rich runs in the room with some frustration and dies a
third time because Devin is in yet another unexpected
place.
CUT TO:
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21. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY.
Rich loses it, he jumps up and starts freaking out.
RICH
So much for using a time cube.
Oh just use this almighty time
cube and….
CUT TO:
22. INT. DEVIN’S LIVINGROOM. DAY.
We see Devin chuckling and as we pan out we can see that
he too has a Time Cube. Pan over and zoom in on time cube
and hold there. Devin rests his headphone on the cube and
we can still hear the muffled sounds of Rich freaking
out.
FADE TO BLACK:
23. BLACK SCREEN. SILENCE.
Pop onto the screen ‘‘OK TIME CUBE’’
FADE TO BLACK THEN CUT TO:
24. INT. LIVINGROOM. DAY.
Circle opens up in middle of blackness and Rich’s
head/shoulders are seen and he gives one last out
burst!!!
RICH
Mother f.
Circle closes in on Rich before he can finish his swear.
ROLL CREDITS:
25. ROLL CREDITS.
Show clips of each actor and the director while their
name is on the screen.

